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Abstract
DC-DC converters are becoming the staple of electronic designs. They offer high efficiency, small size, light weight, and many advanced functions, such as monitoring various parameters, automated or user-adjustable tuning, etc. The benefits unfortunately come with potential problems: additional switching noise, both low and high frequencies, increased transparency propagating noise between supply rails, more complicated initialization, set up, trouble shooting and debug. This panel discussion brings together some of the OEMs and offer their perspective in terms of available benefits and current challenges and offers an update to the DesignCon 2007 panel discussion “Emerging Challenges of DC-DC Converters”.

Summary
DC-DC converters are extensively used in electronic designs. They offer high efficiency, often in the high 80s percentage, sometimes even above 90%. Due to continuously improving component technology, they come in small sizes and light weight. They may also have many advanced functions, such as monitoring temperature, input and output voltages and currents. Some offer automated or user-adjustable tuning of their control loop. The per-phase switching frequency also continues to rise and today converters can easily run at multi-megahertz switching frequencies. The benefits, however, come with potential drawbacks and problems.

The high efficiency requires a reduction of resistive losses, which can result in increased switching noise, both low and high frequencies. The smaller size is achieved by minimizing input and output filter complexity, which in turn produces increased transparency for noise propagating between supply rails. Some converters today require more complicated initialization, longer set up and more involved trouble shooting and debug. This panel discussion brings together some of the OEMs and offer their perspective in terms of available benefits and current challenges.

This is an update to the DesignCon 2007 panel discussion “Emerging Challenges of DC-DC Converters”. In that panel discussion Intel, Hewlett Packard and Sun Microsystems compared notes. Over the past ten years the DC-DC converter density continued to increase, making converters smaller and more efficient, offering more features. This has happened partly due to better components: switching FETs with lower ON resistance and lower dynamic losses, power inductors with lower DC and AC losses, more efficient, denser capacitors. Lower losses, however, increase the tendency of ringing, creating high-frequency interference within the boundaries of our own systems [2], [3]. Ten years later Cisco, IBM, Intel and Oracle review what has happened over the past years: which challenges have remained, which challenges have been solved, which new benefits and challenges emerged.
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**DC-DC Converters**

- **Let's define the topic:**
  - Power Range: 1 W to 1 kW
  - Input Voltage: 1.8 V to 100 V
  - Output Voltage: 0.6 V to 80 V
  - Non-Isolated and Isolated
  - Construction: Module, On-Board, or Integrated

- **What's to Love or Hate?**
  - Constant balancing act of:
    - Cost, Efficiency, EMI, Reliability, Size, Stability, etc.
  - Multi-disciplinary skills required:
    - Design: Analog and now Digital control, Magnetics, Thermal, PCB Layout
    - Understanding of materials, component parasitics, and Reliability

---

**Progress since 2007 – and Challenges**

- **Efficiency**
  - Regulated IBC up to 97% - up from 85% in 2007
  - PoL (Board mount) 90% for 12 V to 1 V - up from 80%

- **Switching Frequency**
  - Typ. 300 to 600 kHz - up from 100 to 400 kHz

- **Power Density**
  - ¼ Brick module: > 1,000 W - up from 250 W
  - Power Block module: 50 to 260 A/in² - New
  - On-board PoL: 10 to 40 A/in² - up from 2 to 10 A/in²

- **Challenges:**
  - Thermal management
  - Fast switching (Voltage spikes, EMI, AC losses, etc.)
  - Transient response / Stability
The Future (more to Love & Hate):

- **New component technologies**
  - GaN or GaAs: Frequencies to 5 MHz / smaller size / faster response
  - Lower inductance packaging
  - Integrated Drivers
  - Capacitor & Magnetics advances to support higher frequencies

- **New topologies**
  - Direct 48 V to 1 V conversion
  - High Voltage (400 V) bus distribution
  - Integrated Voltage Regulators co-packaged ASIC power (MHz switching)
  - Higher power switched capacitor converters

- **Challenges:**
  - New aspects to familiar issues
  - Digital control and communications: Is it well behaved over all conditions?
  - Component reliability

---

**QUESTIONS?**
PMBus is Great!

- A standard that requires nothing to be implemented
  - 1 register being implemented is okay
  - Some registers should always be grouped but this isn’t the case

- Cost can be prohibitive
  - How much are you willing to pay?

- Growing pains of early adoption
  - AVSBus inconsistencies

- Makes system firmware more reusable
  - But upfront effort is higher
  - Nothing is required means there is still vendor specific workarounds in code
  - Often requires a dual address (I2C and PMBus)
    - Still require I2C for many features that standard does not easily allow for
Less Switching Loss!

- We need fast probes
  - Ringing can be hundreds of MHZ
  - Vin is important but so is switch-node
- Simulation is not easy
  - Most parts do not have AC accurate models for high frequency events
  - Parasitics are critical
- IC vendors keep cutting margins
  - What life is required?
  - How can we get more efficiency?
  - What tradeoffs are we willing to live with to achieve this?

All Digital Loops!

- *Except* for the non-linear parts
  - Many digital loops are too slow for very fast transient response
  - Analog loops are not gone
- Simulations just got harder
  - Don’t worry, it’s stable mentality.
  - Lab surprises due to poor prediction of behavior
  - Fiddle with knobs to fix all things

- Now we get to be firmware engineers too
  - Manufacturing code
  - Revision control
  - Real programming sometimes
- Field patches
  - Ship it, we can always fix it with firmware
Reliability Improvements!

- Life testing is virtually nonexistent at IC vendors
- Cost and schedule prohibit long life testing
  - Many problems are found in the field
- Push for efficiency above all else
  - Commoditization of market leads to heavy pressure to differentiate
- The burden is on the system platform users

Wide Band-Gap FETs!

- 5-10 years ago GaN and SiC were supposed to take over for Silicon
  - It didn’t happen for < 100V applications
- Why has growth slowed?
  - Harder to use and unproven
  - Silicon improvements greater than expected
  - Big gap between theory versus practice for lower voltage uses
- Usage would have opened up new possibilities
  - Transformerless topologies for higher Vin
  - Higher switching frequencies
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Higher Voltage Power Distribution!

- **Pros**
  - 12V to 48V
  - IR losses reduced
  - More efficient silver-box PSUs
  - Easier battery backup topologies
  - Telecom market mature
  - Still SELV

- **Cons**
  - Requires transformers for high power DC/DC
    - Intermediate or direct conversion
    - Added cost
    - Power FETs are not tuned for low Vin figure of merit
  - Market is not as mature due to lack of good turnkey solutions in this space
  - Wide bandgap is not fixing these problems
  - Much more complicated tradeoffs for upfront cost versus TCO

Requirements are Hard!

- \( \frac{di}{dt} \) very hard to characterize prior to lab measurements and the converter must design for worst case to hold spec
- Worst-case power spikes can exist only under very specific conditions
- Changes in updateable or pluggable hardware can cause stability problems

Excessive phase shift
Thank you!
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QUESTIONS?
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Quiz Question: What Is This?

Hint: think about the late ’60s
We Love DC-DC Converters, Because They...

- Are efficient
- Are small
- Work over wide input/output ranges
- Can adapt to various loads
- Have a lot of useful functions on the silicon

We Hate DC-DC Converters, Because...

They are efficient, and therefore they create...
- Strong switching noise
- High-frequency burst noise

Source: DC-DC Converters: What is Wrong with Them? DesignCon 2007 panel discussion
We Hate DC-DC Converters, Because...

They are *small* and fit in tight places and therefore
- They can inject noise directly into sensitive circuits

Source: Kocabinsky, Mid-Frequency Noise Coupling Between DC-DC Converters and High-Speed Signals. CDNLive, August 31, 2016, Burlington, MA.
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We Hate DC-DC Converters, Because...

They work over wide input/output ranges, but ...
- By doing so their performance may be compromised in some operating point range.

We Hate DC-DC Converters, Because...

They can adapt to various loads (autotuning), but...
- This may leave the user with inconsistent behavior

We Hate DC-DC Converters, Because...

They have a lot of useful functions on the silicon, but...
- Now many functions are not transparent to the user, making debugging a nightmare
Thank you!
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QUESTIONS?